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1

1,000 yen

No

JAPAN TIME  Convert your local time

2019/12/07
11:10:15

2019/11/26
14:16:00

2019/12/3 22:19:00

Yes

■■ with Fukagawaseiji dyed landscape view vase flower base
vase Imperial Household Agency purveyor both box / bookmark
■■

CURRENT BID: 8 bid

TIME LEFT: ended

2,300yen

This auction has
ended.

SELLER INFORMATIO
SELLER
taichan0317

FEEDBACK

ITEM LOCATION: Nara Prefect

Welcome Ryan!

Household & Interior >Kitchen and tableware >Tableware >Brands >Fukagawa Porcelain Manufacturing Company

English ▼

This machine translation is meant for reference only. In case of any discrepancies, the Japanese text is always the final authority.

Translated to: English Show original Options ▼

Yahoo! Japan Auctions Amazon Japan (beta) Rakuten Yahoo Shopping Jauce Stores (beta)

ITEM CONDITION :

AUCTION ID :

QUANTITY :

STARTING PRICE :

MAKE OFFER :

CURRENT TIME :

STARTING TIME :

ENDING TIME :

TIME EXTENSION :

4315 4323 8

SEE OTHER ITEMS
ADD TO MY FAVORITE SELLE

ITEM DESCRIPTION SHIPPING AND PAYMENTS

Japan Auction & Shopping
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Guide

Help
Center My Jauce
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■■ with Fukagawaseij i dyed landscape view vase flower base vase Imperial Household Agency purveyo

r both box / bookmark ■■ 

▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼  Product Description  ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ 

△ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼

★ It is an unused article 

★ There is some dirt during storage, but 

　I think that it is a beautiful condition 

★ dirt to co-box, stains, there is desperation, etc. Itami 

　you please acknowledge 

※ size　

　maximum trunk diameter 24x height 29 ? 

　caliber 12.3Cm 

※ if you have any questions, if Kudasare question, you answer in the range to understand, but 

　 I need your help within the range that can be answered in kind confirmation 

★ I ask you consider my best regards 

※ recent mischievous bid is not frequently you 

　for the prevention, extremely bad and the newer one of evaluation 

　might be a bid, I am allowed to cancel

▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼

  

★ postage Hokkaido, Okinawa, other than a detached island, the whole country is 900 yen 

★ Hokkaido I will send at 600 yen plus 

★ Okinawa, the island will be send by COD 

= Attention = 

※ March settlement method than 1 day change to become 

　easy settlement only will we have 

　bank transfer, settlement, such as Japan post bank can not at all 

　ask you for a bid on your note 
TIME LEFT: endedTOP Auction Description Shipment & payment
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★★ about your connection and dispatch after a bid-Misekyu and a successful bid ★★ 

￭￭ after a successful bid, thank you for the tender of payment possible person within your connecti

on and within three days of 24 hours 

■■ after a successful bid, please contact us from the successful bidder ■■ 

★ of the end notification exhibitor see Kudasari the message, plus please contact us from the succ

essful bidder ★ 

event, if if the termination notice does not reach purchase decisions let us know from dealings Navi,

you give guidance again 

■■ Sundays and public holidays shop will be the rest ■■ 

　　transactions that get in the Misekyu Please contact to the navigation will be the next business d

ay 

■■ sending and receiving of dealings Navi ■■ we will be closed in the morning 

If you contact us of payment (settlement of accounts) completed in the morning, dispatch of the d

ay I will consider it as a 

reply-payment check and dispatch of noon to the later of the navigation will be the next business d

ay 

●● so you might be away on a sudden purchase受等, 

above for the future of your connection, dispatch, etc. of as, we will change 

but we apologize for any inconvenience, we humbly thank you ●●

▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼  delivery method  ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ 

▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼

Yamato Transport

▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼   other   ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △ ▼ △

▼ △ ▼

■■ for the prevention of mischievous bid, extremely Those who and the new one with a bad evalu

ation 

of the bid, there is a case where I am allowed to cancel 

you may want to cancel even near the end by ■■ bid situation 

　　　and acknowledge ask you ■■ 

 

 

 

This description of item is.  Auction rate site "Oak fan" exhibition template  has been created with. 

Powered by aucfan.com

The question to an exhibitor

■■
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See mor

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY

Seller will ship the item to JAUCE warehouses and JAUCE will ship to the buyer internationally.

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY FEE ESTIMATION

Destination:

Estimated weight:  gram

Get "Estimated" Rates

-Select a country-

See mor

SERVICE FEE ESTIMATION

Estimated closing price:  JPY

SUBMIT

JAUCE Stores (Commission 0¥)

Price: 800JPY Price: 888JPY Price: 2,280JPY Price: 3,

Japan: 07 December, 11:04 Delivery fee estimator  Service fee estimato

News
Privacy policy
Disclaimer
User Agreement

Blog
eBay Japan
Enchère Japon
аукционах Японии

What we do
How to use
Auctions
Shopping

Storage
International Delivery
Restrictions
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